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Abstract. Programming in present can be characterized as a composition of some prepared components. New market was opened for providing components for various applications. However, every component library uses different standards, methods and requirements for using its products. Another problem is different terminology and a lack of some common standards. This situation can be compared with the period before setting open systems standards. We assume that analyzing of common principles of component programming can help to find unified formal description and it enables to construct formal models serving for solving and preventing troubles in composing appropriate components into working program systems. In our paper we try to present our analysis and preliminary ideas for achieving these aims.
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1 Introduction

In the last decades, new method of software development - component oriented programming - has become popular. It can be shortly characterized as a construction of program system from existing software entities by composition. At the first sight, component oriented programming can be viewed as a continuation of object oriented programming, but there are many important differences. Component oriented programming enables reusing of prepared components in quite different program systems. Reusability requires some independence of components and some rules how to compose and deploy them to achieve a working program system.

In the past, program systems were developed from the beginning, only with help of some tools and libraries. The libraries of procedures can be considered as the first examples of the simple form of component programming. This approach has some advantages, e.g. simple modifications, employing knowledge and skills of clients, etc. But software developed in this manner had high cost and it cannot be optimally used out of given institution. Involving some new functions in such systems, e.g. web access, local or global interoperability can be very difficult for programming teams. Present world is characteristic with rapidly changing requirements and this classical programming approach is not able to keep up with it.

Now, there are several companies providing component libraries that can be used in different systems as needed. Such purchased software can be adapted to user requirements only slightly, it often enforces great changes in the work mode in user institution. But all administration, upgrading evolution and interoperability is out of users. Among such known companies providing components of wide spectrum belong OMG (Object Management Group), CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture), Microsoft COM (Component Object Model), CLR (Common Language Runtime) and many others. These companies compete on market; they have no common rules and no common standards for provided components. Development of various components, their accessibility and reusability leads to the situation when component-oriented programming becomes a necessity, the main programming method in software engineering.

There are many publications and web pages about component programming, composition of components, and methods for solving arisen problems. Most of them deal with implementation details and issues, only small number of them tries to provide some principal, exact formal approach. Also in the terminology, as in every rapidly evolved discipline, is some confusion.

The aim of our research is to find and formulate an appropriate formal framework for specifying and modeling component program systems with provable properties. Therefore our effort is to formulate unified terminology, to analyze particular basic notions and their properties, and to define formal description of basic principles for composition of components. This paper contains short analysis and our ideas considerations about formal description and modeling component-oriented program systems.

In this paper, in section 2 we analyze differences be-
tween objects and components. Section 3 contains basic notions used in component programming, starting with interfaces, composition, interactions, contracts and dependencies. In section 4 we present our preliminary ideas, proposed formal tools and methods how to formulate formal framework serving for provable description and modeling of program systems composed from components.

2 Component versus object

The notion of component is one of the notions with many different definitions. First, we consider differences between objects and components, we present definition of a component and we mention some properties that can be considered within the work with components.

Components are often compared with objects and/or classes in object oriented programming. Both objects and components provide their services through some access points of some types. Between objects and components are some interactions that can be described by some patterns and frames. The basic difference between components and objects we list in the following text.

The main difference between component oriented programming and object oriented programming is that component oriented programming places importance on interfaces and composition while object oriented programming on classes and objects [17, 19, 34].

An object can be viewed as

- a unit of instantiation having unique identity sufficient to its identification;
- it has externally observable state;
- it encapsulates its behavior, only interface is visible, not implementation details.

A component

- is an independent deployable entity by composition;
- it has to have all important features, it must be deployed whole, not partially;
- composition is successful when some agreements and environment requirements are satisfied;
- has hidden implementation details from user;
- has involved interactions with environment by well-defined typed ports;
- can be a subject of separate compilation;
- has no externally observable state; its initial state is established after its deployment.

Many definitions of components are in literature. For instance, among newer formulations in [4, 5, 29] belongs the following characterization: a component is a software implementation that can be deployed independently and it is a subject to composition by the third parties. This definition does not express all important properties of components. Sometimes, a component is compared with a black box, because of hiding implementation details, it can be reused and it can have some rules to be deployed in a program system in such a manner that the whole system provides desired results.

Components can be considered as some classes known from object oriented paradigm and their deploying and instantiations lead to some kind of objects. However, components have more properties than objects, even a component can involved several objects [17, 35].

Often, to guarantee functionality of a component in given program system, some own user code, additional information and external files have to be used. Components can be generic, i.e. substituting parameters (of proper types) by appropriate arguments enable their using for different purposes [2, 13, 31].

There are other comparisons of components with existing entities in software engineering. For instance, a component is similar to module as it is known from programming language Modula [37] or to package in Ada [7]. Both support separate compilation that enables type checking across modules. Packages can be also generic and instantiated by substituting (type) parameters with arguments.

The world of components is still in evolution. We try to characterize some so called stable common features as some starting points for our formal approach.

3 Basic Notions of Component Oriented Programming

In this section we state the terminology and we characterize basic notions needed for our approach. We start with interfaces, visible parts of components, then we analyze composition and interactions between components and we characterize necessary information for successful composition, i.e. contracts and dependencies.

3.1 Interfaces

A component is often characterized as a black box with only visible part called interface. All information, i.e. data structures, data types, procedures and ports without their implementation details constitute an interface [38]. Only the content of an interface defines what can be used in program system after deploying a component. Hidden part contains implementation details that are non-accessible for users. An interface contains
- typed data structures usable and movable between components;
- operations over typed data structures;
- typed ports that are access points for moving data. Every port is input/output for receiving/sending data to corresponding port(s) of other component(s) and serves for data of some specific type.

An interface is often specified as an abstract data type. Typed ports are very important part of any interface because cooperation between components can be performed only through corresponding ports. Ports serve as end points of interactions, they enable transfer of data of some type in required direction [24]. Components are the subjects of composition to build working program system.

3.2 Composition of component system

Composition of components requires first to construct some composition model. It can be considered as a basic architecture expressing the roles of components, their interconnecting, relations between them and the rules of composing components together. Relations between components are called interactions [9].

It is not precisely established how a model for component systems have to be built [32]. However, it is usable to extract the most important features of a program system, to specify necessary known interconnections between them and to encapsulate them into appropriate structure with exactly defined properties. Such model creates a basis for independence and cooperation of components on some abstract level. It can be characterized as a holistic view of a program system, defining invariants, i.e. properties characterizing all the actual program systems constructed on the base of this model. A model can be based on principal considerations on functionality and it should state some decision policy ensuring correct interoperability of components. In such complex and large systems as component-based program systems are, it is obvious to construct models in hierarchical mode with several layers.

Certainly, in any model we abstract from a computer architecture or implementation details. For our purposes we consider a model as a collection of

- component frameworks and
- the rules of interoperability between these frameworks.

Component frameworks contain specification of interfaces and typed ports together with decision policy on the component level. The rules of interoperability state the conditions for successful cooperation between components in the form of defining interactions. In the following subsection we try to classify known and frequently occurred interactions in the frame of component model.

3.3 Interactions

It is interesting that different publications provide different classifications of interactions. In the following literature [36, 32, 1, 20] authors form various patterns of interactions. On this base we try to classify interactions by three criteria:

- interactions based on pre- and post- conditions;
- interactions that are dealing with concurrency and indeterminism;
- interactions based on what makes choice and what follows-up.

The first group encapsulates interactions specified on the base of Hoare’s pre- and post- conditions. If $c_1, c_2$ and $c_3$ are preconditions and/or postconditions, $p$ is an input or output port, we can distinguish the following interaction patterns:

- send pattern sequence: before executing function $send$ it is satisfied pre-condition $c_1$, after it post-condition $c_2$ is satisfied. This pattern is illustrated in Figure 1;
- pre- blocking send: in this pattern a message is sent through port $p$. After pre-condition $c_1$ until message is not consumed, the sender component blocks all activities as it is in Figure 2;
- post- blocking send: it is similar pattern as before but sender component blocks all activities after satisfying post-condition $c_2$ until $c_3$. This pattern is in Figure 3;
- receive message: in this pattern receiver blocks all activities until whole sent message is received;
- lossy receive: if the input port of receiver is not able to accept sent message, a message is lost.

The second kind of interactions concerns concurrency and cases of internal and external indeterminisms. The difference between internal and external indeterminism can be roughly specified as follows: internal indeterminism does not depend on some decision or situation in environment; in external indeterminism chosen activity depend on some external decision arising from environment. In this kind of interactions we distinguish the following patterns:

- concurrent send (furcation): message is sent into two different receiver ports concurrently;
- concurrent receive (rendezvous): two messages are receiving from two different ports concurrently,
- sending choice (free choice): one message from two ready messages is sent according to choice of sender;
- **receiving choice (dependent choice):** one of two sent messages is received depending on environment; it is external indeterminism;

- **internal choice:** it is combination of the two possibilities above, the service does not make decision, neither the environment. This case is internal indeterminism.

The third kind of interactions contains interactions based on what makes choice and what follows. In this kind we distinguish:

- **sending choice receiving follow-up:** the sender makes a choice and get information to the environment and then the environment send a message depending on the initial choice;
- **receiving choice sending follow-up:** the environment affects a choice of sender;
- **sending choice sending follow-up:**
- **receiving choice receiving follow-up:**
- **internal choice sending follow-up.**

![Figure 1: Send pattern (sequence)](image1)

![Figure 2: Pre-blocking send](image2)

### 3.4 Contracts and Dependencies

To be a system composed from components health, some additional information for successful composition is needed. This information is known as

- contracts and
- context dependencies.

Contracts create a common basis for successful composition and interactions between components in a program system. The basic conditions stated by contracts involve:

- correlations between ports constructing data and the ports extracting these data;
- requirements to the ports of other components that should be satisfied for making given component working;

Contracts can be considered as specifications of non-functional requirements. Their role is to state obligations for achieving desirable behavior of components in program systems [33, 23]. The first formal specification of contracts follows from algebraic specifications of abstract data types, i.e. signatures and axioms formulated in some logical system extended with some constraints specific for given component. Among simple examples of contracts we can list component interoperability, pre- and post conditions of Hoare’s logic, invariants, etc. [12, 18, 22].

A contract is a pair

\[(A, G)\]

where \(A\) is a specification of assumptions and \(G\) is a specification of guarantees.

- **Assumptions** contain requirements on environment of a component and
- **guarantees** formulate what provide a component if assumptions are satisfied.
Both specifications of assumptions and guarantees can be formulated in some specification theory. If we consider for a component its assumption specification $A$ and its guarantee specification $G$ as abstract data types, we can say that $A <: G$, i.e. assumption specification is "subtype" of guarantee specification [10]. Composition of two components leads to working system if all assumptions and guarantees of both components are satisfied. Contracts for interaction between two composed components is illustrated in Figure 3.4. The mostly used specification methods for specifying interaction contracts are:

- trace-based specifications [8] where assumption and guarantees are specified as sets of runs and
- modal contracts [30] based on modal may- and must-transitions.

Contracts are not enough for successful and working composition of components. Another important information is needed: context dependencies. Dependency can be characterized as follows: if a component $C_1$ uses a component $C_2$, we say that $C_1$ depends on $C_2$. Dependencies formulate conditions for reusing and upgrading components. An environment consisting of a set of components together with their context dependencies is called repository. Context dependencies involve:

- composition context dependencies - requirements on environment for successful composition;
- deployment context dependencies - possible platforms (hardware and software) where component can work.

Due to different application domains there are many ways how to build program systems from components. Most of the components can be considered as data structures with explicit or implicit data types, subprograms, collections of subprograms, etc. One component can require some modification in another one component. This relation between new and existing components is one of the forms of dependencies. A simple example of dependencies between components is e.g. in [36]. Let $C_1$ and $C_2$ be components with corresponding explicitly typed data structures. Authors classify known and frequently occurred context dependencies as:

- data dependencies: a value of $C_1$ can influence data of $C_2$, or data of $C_1$ can be used for computing $C_2$;
- type dependencies: type definitions and their changes in $C_1$ can influence data types in $C_2$;
- subprogram dependencies: executing some procedure or function of component $C_1$ by calling with data from $C_2$ causes this kind of dependencies;
- source file dependencies: if some source file serves as a common source for both components $C_1$ and $C_2$ in program system;
- source location relationships,
- time and space dependencies, and many others.

Deployment context dependencies express hardware and software platform for successful deploying of components. Here belong hardware architectures, operating systems and their versions, representations of built-in data, etc. Deployment context dependencies become important in implementation process and we will think they are hardly formalizable.

In newer literature, e.g. in [3] dependencies are classified into two groups:

- positive dependencies
- negative dependencies called conflicts.

Components relationships are described by dependency graph, i.e. oriented graph where nodes are components and oriented edges express dependencies or conflicts. A system is said to be healthy when all components have their dependencies satisfied and all conflicts unsatisfied.

From the previous analysis of dependencies follows that dependencies can be described by first order formulae in some appropriate logical system.

After this short analyzing and classifying of contracts and dependencies we can extend the definition of components with the following part: A software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified access points and explicit context dependencies. Contracts and composition context dependencies are stable parts in component-based programming and they seem to be the first adepts for rigorous formalization.
4 Towards Formalization of Component Composition

In this section we present our preliminary ideas how formalize principles and properties of program systems constructed by composition of components. First we give reason about formal tools we would like to use and then we sketch our approach.

After our good experience with several logical systems we assume that for description of some basic principles and properties can serve some logic with great expressive power. Using of logical system has another advantage: descriptions can be proved by corresponding deduction calculus. We choose linear logic [11] formulated by J.-Y. Girard. Linear logic (LL) can express dynamics of systems and handling with such resources as time and space [26]. Among useful properties of LL become the properties of linear connectives:

- multiplicative conjunction $A \otimes B$ expresses that actions $A$ and $B$ can be performed simultaneously;
- additive conjunction $A \& B$ expresses dependent choice, external indeterminism;
- multiplicative disjunction $A \oplus B$ expresses that if $A$ is not perform then $B$ is perform and vice versa;
- additive disjunction $A \oplus B$ expresses free choice, internal indeterminism;
- linear implication $A \rightarrow B$ has special properties: a resource $A$ is consumed after performing linear implication, and action $B$ follows after $A$;
- linear negation expresses consuming of a resource $A$ or a reaction of action $A$.

Every formula in (LL) can be considered as action or a resource and can be represented as type. Extending linear propositional logic with predicate symbols, linear term and quantifiers we get first order predicate linear logic (PLL) with high expressive power. PLL covers classical first order logics. Sequent calculus of linear logic enables proving of constructed formulae and to provide a strong tool for verification purposes.

Formal description in linear logic has to be modeled in some appropriate structure. We prefer as a basis symmetric monoidal categories as very useful mathematical structures providing wide spectrum of interesting properties. In [14] is constructed categorical model for object oriented program system with some indication how to extend it for complex program systems. Indeed, PLL can be extended by modal operators as we made in [27, 28].

Category theory provide two possibilities for modeling component base program systems [25, 15]. If we are interesting in component composition then it is suitable to model component interfaces are category objects. In the case of modeling interactions as category morphisms we have two possibilities: either we can construct category morphisms as mappings expressing functionality of interactions or we can model them as relations which lead to relational categories. The latter approach is not obvious and it requires deeper analysis. If we are interesting in modeling observable behavior of component program systems (for example [16]), it is suitable to use coalgebras [6], where polynomial endofunctor is constructed to model behavior of a system step by step. This endofunctor is constructed over category of states.

The aim of our research is to formulate formal framework for specifying and modeling component program systems. Because of complexity of this problem, it would be reasonable to construct this framework hierarchically with three layers illustrated in Fig. 4.

The layer 1 concerns with interfaces and interactions between components. An interface can be specified using algebraic specification consisting from signature and axioms. A signature contains

- typed ports;
- specifications of operations.

Axioms can be written as obvious in equational logic or in PLL. First layer component system then can be modeled as a category of interfaces, where objects are representations of interfaces ($\Sigma$-algebras) and morphisms are interactions between components.

The role of second layer is to consider also contracts. There are two possibilities:

- to extend specifications of interfaces by assumptions and guarantees or
- to formulate them by formulae in PLL.

Both solutions enable to protect "subtype" relation between assumptions and guarantees. This layer can restrict possible interactions between components to satisfy contracts.

On the third layer dependencies will be introduced. Dependencies we would like to formulate as predicates of other formulae in PLL and model in an appropriate category.

Our preliminary idea how particular layers are interconnected is to use some functors or natural transformations with suitable properties.
5 Conclusion

Component based programming is an actual and rapidly evolving paradigm of programming. There are many useful research results in the frame of implementation, composition of components and eliminating arisen problems. We analyzed basic principles of this new method and formulated basic notions. Our analysis and discussion serves for our aim - to prepare a suitable formal framework for verifiable formal description and modeling component based program systems. Our future research will be concerned to working out in detail particular ideas presented in this paper.
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